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Features

Specifications

Nantucket maple evokes a feeling of lazy afternoons spent on a vintage
wooden yacht. The velvety-smooth planks come in beautiful colors that
transform your space into a relaxed private retreat.

Style

The Maple species offers an almost exotic and deep richness, yet this
collection is made in the United States. With its bold colors and subtle
graining, the wood creates a clean, crisp look for your room.
•

•

This product features ScufResist™ Platinum — Shaw's extremely wear
resistant UV cured polyurethane finish with Aluminum Oxide. The new
and improved Scuf Resist™ Platinum is designed to help resist household
scuffing on hardwood floors.

SW427 21/4"		
SW420 31/4"
SW428
4"
Thickness 		
3/4"
Species		Maple
Janka Hardness Rating
1450
Edge Description		 Microbeveled
End Description		 Microbeveled
*Cartons may include random lengths

This Shaw hardwood is
warranted that the face surface
of this product will not peel off
or wear through for 50 years
from the date of purchase.

Nantucket is available in three widths and 5 colors — classic natural
maple and 4 designer stains

This product features
ScufResist™ PLATINUM –
Shaw's extremely wear resistant
UV cured polyurethane finish
with Aluminum Oxide designed
to help resist household scuffing
on hardwood floors.

Colors

This Shaw hardwood
product meets
GREENGUARD indoor
air quality requirements and
is GREENGUARD Children &
Schools Certified.

237 Prospect Hill

333 Summer House Tan

434 Brant Point Brown

MODERATE
VARIATION

This hardwood is rated Moderate
with distinguishable color and
character variation within each
box. It is imperative that hardwood
planks from various cartons
be continually blended during
installation to insure optimum
appearance.
This Shaw product can be installed
above or on ground level.

This Shaw product is Made in
the U.S.A.
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